
Y10 Dance Component 2: Developing Skills and Techniques in the Performing Arts

A. Setting SMART Targets
Specific What do you need to improve? 
Measurable How will you track and measure improvement? Photos / videos 
Achievable What are you going to do to achieve this? Training plans / videos / 

exercises 
Relevant How is this going to help you with performing All That Jazz? 
Time When are you going to achieve this by? 

B. All That Jazz
Choreographer: Bob Fosse
Influences: Factors from his personal life e.g. dancing in nightclubs from a young age 
influenced his sexualised movement. Based on the play written by Maurine Dallas 
Watkins (Chicago), the reporter of the trials of the 2 murderesses.
Intention: To set the scene of the musical Chicago and foretell the events to come, to 
introduce Velma Kelly (the protagonist) to the audience.

Physical Skills Technical Skills

posture
alignment
balance
coordination
control
flexibility
mobility
strength
stamina

action
space
dynamics
relationships
timing
rhythmic content
moving in a stylistically
accurate way

Expressive Skills Mental Skills (Rehearsal)

projection
focus
spatial awareness
facial expression
phrasing.
musicality
sensitivity to other dancers
communication of choreographic intent

systematic repetition
mental rehearsal
rehearsal discipline
planning of rehearsal
response to feedback
capacity to improve

Mental Skills (Performance) Safe Practice

systematic repetition
mental rehearsal
rehearsal discipline
planning of rehearsal
response to feedback
capacity to improve

warming up
cooling down
nutrition
hydration
safe execution
appropriate dancewear & footwear
hairstyle
absence of jewellery

C. Writing Milestones 
Sentence Starters 
The first skill we worked on was… This is important because …
We completed a … exercise and we had to …
In my opinion I was …
I could have developed … further
I think I need to …
My aim is to … 
I am going to do this by …
If I do … every day I think I will … 
Sentenders
… because I was able to hold the movement for …
…as I couldn’t change direction without falling to the side. 
… therefore I need to improve on this skill. 
… this meant that I could … 



Homework Task Complete?

1 Create a weekly training schedule outlining the activity to undertake each day to develop your physical skills.

2 Create a table for the physical skills outlining the definition, why it is important to a dancer and one activity to improve this skill:

3 Create a character profile for Velma Kelly including both internal and external characteristics. 
Think about: 
• The context of All That Jazz, what is happening in the story at this time? What is Fosse’s choreographic intention? 
• Velma Kelly’s context, what is her background? 
• Physical appearance 
• Feelings and emotions during All That Jazz

4 Write a paragraph outlining a SMART target to improve one physical skill before the workshop performance. Use the following 
structure to help you: Point: What is the skill? Evidence: What is the exercise you did in class? Explanation: How did you find 
the exercise? What was a strength? What could you have improved? Target: What is your goal? How will you achieve it? 

5 Write a paragraph outlining a SMART target to improve one expressive skill before the workshop performance. Use the PEET 
structure to help you.

6 Write a paragraph outlining a SMART target to improve one mental skill before the workshop performance. Use the PEET 
structure to help you.

Stamina This is the body’s 
endurance. The ability to 
perform for a long time.

To be able to perform consistently for 
longer, energy levels and technical ability 
don’t decrease as you perform.

Circuit training, any cardiovascular 
training – running, cross training that 
improving fitness levels


